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The overall structure of the course: 

 

Educational ward, unit, or 

education setting 

Syllabus- Measures Duration (month) 

Pediatric gastroenterology 

ward 

Visiting inpatients, patient care- stabilizing 

the inpatients - performing bedside 

diagnostic-therapeutic procedures, teaching 

the lower-level classes, and other 

measures in accordance with the 

curriculum organized by the ward 

22 months 

Pediatric Surgery ward Diagnosing and following up patients who 

require surgery due to gastrointestinal 
diseases 

One month 

Pediatric radiology ward Checking radiological changes of pediatric 

gastrointestinal diseases 

One 1-2 hour session 

a week During the course 

Pediatric pathology ward Learning histological changes in 

gastrointestinal diseases 

One 1-2 hour session a week 

during the 
course 

Pediatric endoscopy unit Observing, assisting, and performing the 

relevant endoscopy; diagnosis and 

treatment of pediatric gastrointestinal 
lesions 

One day a week during 

the course 

Pediatric gastroenterology 

clinic 

Outpatient visit- selecting, filing cases, and 

hospitalizing patients- following up the expert 

consultations given to patients, performing 

outpatient procedures, teaching the lower-

level classes, responding to expert 

consultations requested, and other 

measures in accordance with the program 

organized by the ward 

Two days a week during 

the course 

Elective ward It depends on the ward elected One month 

  



  

Important Notice: 

The above features the curriculum of the Pediatric Gastroenterology Program designed and 

approved by the Iranian Ministry of Health and Medical Education. Given the fact that Shiraz 

University of Medical Sciences is constantly improving and updating itself to meet the 

international academic standards and the state of the art, and based on the availability of 

facilities, devices, ward, laboratories, etc. at SUMS, all the SUMS curricula are approximately 20% 

subject to change. 


